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amazon com star trek star fleet technical manual - written by franz joseph schnaubelt himself more of a lost in space fan
the technical manual was a vast and beautiful extrapolation from the original series of star trek, star trek the next
generation technical manual rick - the star trek the next generation technical manual written by rick sternbach and
michael okuda the technical advisors to star trek the next generation provides a comprehensive schematization of a galaxy
class starship from the bridge to the shuttlebays from the transporter room to crews quarters this book provides a never
before seen glimpse at the inner intricate workings of the, star trek technical manuals book guide cygnus x1 net cygnus x1 net a tribute to star trek is maintained by john patuto cygnus x1 net is in no way associated with nor endorsed by
paramount pictures and or viacom pocket books and or simon schuster their parents or their affiliates, transporter star trek
wikipedia - a transporter is a fictional teleportation machine used in the star trek universe transporters convert a person or
object into an energy pattern a process called dematerialization then beam it to a target where it is reconverted into matter
rematerialization the term transporter accident is a catch all term for when a person or object does not rematerialize
correctly, star trek comics wikipedia - almost continuously since 1967 multiple companies have published star trek comic
books with varying degrees of success these companies include gold key comics marvel comics dc comics malibu comics
wildstorm and idw publishing star trek enterprise is the only trek tv series that has not been adapted in comic book form,
star trek blueprint database cygnus x1 net - cygnus x1 net a tribute to star trek is maintained by john patuto cygnus x1
net is in no way associated with nor endorsed by paramount pictures and or viacom pocket books and or simon schuster
their parents or their affiliates, star trek phase ii memory alpha fandom powered by wikia - star trek phase ii also known
by its official title star trek ii not to be confused with the earlier 1975 1976 revitalization attempts bearing the same title was
planned to be the first live action spin off television series of star trek the original series while ultimately not realized
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